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In situ photoabsorption properties of titanium(IV) oxide (TiO₂) powders under continuous ultraviolet irradiation were investigated by double-beam photoacoustic (PA) spectroscopy. This PA measurement enabled observation of two kinds of ultraviolet-light-induced intermediate species appearing on various kinds of TiO₂ powder samples. Most of the samples (type 1) exhibited photoabsorption due to the production of trivalent titanium (Ti³⁺) species, while transient absorption assigned to trapped holes or surface peroxy species was also observed for anatase samples with a relatively large specific surface area (type 2). Time-resolved measurements and analyses of the kinetics of photoinduced Ti³⁺ species suggest that electrons accumulated in type-2 samples have high reactivity toward molecular oxygen compared to type-1 samples. Saturation limits of intensity of the PA signal attributed to Ti³⁺ species under deaerated conditions in the presence of surface-adsorbed methanol were estimated for both types of samples, and their linear relation with density of Ti³⁺ species estimated by a conventional photochemical technique was observed. This suggests that the present double-beam PA technique is an alternative feasible method for estimation of density of Ti³⁺ species, which is a potential measure of density of crystalline defects.

1. Introduction

Titanium(IV) oxide (TiO₂) has been one of the most attractive materials as a photocatalyst, owing to its nontoxicity, availability, superior redox ability, and photostability.¹² Photocatalytic reactions on such semiconducting materials are induced by photoexcited electrons and positive holes, which are generated regardless of the kind of photocatalyst under irradiation. These species move around in the bulk and react with adsorbates on the surface, i.e., they induce photocatalytic redox reactions. However, a large proportion of them is stabilized at deep trapping states or undergoes recombination with each other without being used in chemical reactions. Therefore, photocatalytic activity, i.e., reaction rate, must be a function of, at least, both reactivity of electrons and holes with substrates and probability of the recombination. The former may be governed by the amount of adsorbed substrates assuming that the same number of electron–hole pairs is generated regardless of the kind of photocatalyst under irradiation. The amount of adsorbed substrates must be closely related to the surface area of photocatalyst particles, and this is the reason why smaller-sized particles, i.e., particles with larger specific surface area, sometimes show higher photocatalytic activity.

On the other hand, the importance of the latter factor, recombination, had been pointed out earlier, but few studies have extracted the effect of recombination from the apparent overall photocatalytic reaction rate, because recombination does not give any products to be detected and thus is not detected directly. As an example of direct measurements of the recombination process, pump–probe transient photoabsorption measurements using femtosecond laser systems have been performed and have revealed that decay of photoabsorption of trapped electrons by recombination with holes can be reproduced by a second-order rate equation and the estimated rate constant of recombination depends on the nature of TiO₂ powder.³ It is presumed that the recombination rate constant is determined by the density of recombination sites, though the constant cannot be applied to a rate expression for photocatalytic reactions operated under conventional continuous photoirradiation where the recombination may proceed through first-order kinetics due to much lower density of electron–hole pairs in each particle.

The most probable candidate of the recombination center is localized electronic states in the photocatalyst that originate in crystal defects and impurities. However, there are no methods for direct measurement of the defect density in intact powder samples, whereas various evaluation methods have been established on defect properties in films and crystal surfaces.⁴ We have developed a method to measure the density and energy level of photochemically produced trivalent titanium (Ti³⁺) species in TiO₂ powders suspended in a deaerated aqueous solution containing an electron donor, such as methanol.⁵ A possible mechanism of Ti³⁺ formation is trapping of electrons by a five-coordinate titanium ion with an oxygen vacancy, which is a well-known dopant of an n-type metal oxide semiconductor. Judging from its almost liner relation with the above-mentioned recombination rate constant, Ti³⁺ density is a measure of the defect density.⁵ Although these species are not identical, Ti³⁺ density can be an empirical measure of recombination rate in TiO₂ photocatalysts, and this can be used as important parameter.
as well as specific surface area when photocatalytic activities are discussed.

Properties of photochemically produced Ti\(^{3+}\) in TiO\(_2\) powders have also been measured by electron spin resonance (ESR)\(^6\)–\(^{12}\) and diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS).\(^{13,14}\) Most of these measurements require pretreatments or special conditions, such as high vacuum or low temperature, which is far from ordinary conditions for photocatalytic reactions. Electronic absorption spectroscopy is an alternative method, and an improvement of time-resolved resolution with ultrafast spectroscopy enabled investigation of the dynamics of excited species in a time scale of picoseconds.\(^{15–20}\) In these studies, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) has been often employed to estimate absorption of powder samples. However, scattering and reflection sometimes cause difficulty in accurate measurement of photoabsorption.\(^{21}\)

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS),\(^{22,23}\) one of the photothermal spectroscopic techniques, is applicable to even opaque and strongly scattering solid materials, because photoabsorption is detected by photothermal waves, i.e., acoustic sounds generated by relaxation of the photoexcited state, e.g., recombination of an electron–hole pair in a semiconductor photocatalyst. Moreover, photoacoustic (PA) detection is more sensitive than conventional optical methods, and even small absorption such as that due to a small number of defects can be detected. Several papers on PAS have reported the results for a few TiO\(_2\) powders.\(^{24–26}\) Recently, we proposed a method of Ti\(^{3+}\) density evaluation for TiO\(_2\) powders using double-beam (DB) PAS.\(^{27}\) This enables us to measure in situ absorption spectra under ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, which is not possible by conventional techniques. DB-PAS has been used to investigate photochromism of TiO\(_2\) powders\(^{28}\) and transient absorption of dye adsorbed on zinc oxide,\(^{29}\) but no systematic studies for photocatalyst powders have so far been performed. In the present study, we investigated the photoinduced Ti\(^{3+}\) and trapped holes or surface peroxy species by controlling the atmosphere (oxygen and/or hole scavenger). The kinetics of photoinduced Ti\(^{3+}\) formation is discussed on the basis of results of time-course measurement.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials. Twenty-two TiO\(_2\) powder samples from commercial sources (Merck, Ishihara CR-EL, Hombikat UV-100, Wako amorphous, Degussa P25, and Showa Titanium ST series) and reference catalysts supplied by the Catalysis Society of Japan (JRC-TIO series) were used. In addition to these intact samples, samples with three kinds of treatment were also used for this study. Hydrogen peroxide (H\(_2\)O\(_2\)) treatment was carried out by stirring a suspension of TiO\(_2\) powder in an aqueous H\(_2\)O\(_2\) solution. Platinum-deposited samples (Pt/TiO\(_2\)) were obtained by photodeposition as follows: an aqueous solution containing TiO\(_2\) powders and methanol (50 vol %), and hexachloroplatanic acid (H\(_2\)PtCl\(_6\)-6H\(_2\)O), the amount of which corresponds to 0.01 wt % loading of platinum (Pt), was photoirradiated under an argon atmosphere with magnetic stirring. TiO\(_2\) powders with adsorbed iron(III) ion (Fe\(^{3+}\)) were obtained by stirring a mixture of TiO\(_2\) powders and an aqueous iron(III) sulfate (Fe\(_2\)(SO\(_4\))\(_3\)) solution.

2.2. Characterization of Photocatalysts. The crystal structures of TiO\(_2\) samples were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD: Rigaku RINT2000) analysis and primary particle size (PPS) was estimated by Scherrer’s equation using corrected half-height width of the most intense peaks of anatase and rutile.

Specific surface area \(S_{\text{BET}}\) was measured by nitrogen adsorption on the basis of the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller equation using a NOVA 1200e analyzer (Yuasa Ionics). Secondary particle size (SPS) was estimated by a laser diffraction particle analyzer (Shimadzu SALD-7000). Diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded using a photonic multichannel analyzer (Hamamatsu Photonics PMA-11 C7473-36). The density of Ti\(^{3+}\) was measured by photoinduced electron accumulation in TiO\(_2\) suspended in deaerated aqueous solutions containing sacrificial hole scavengers and subsequent reduction of methylviologen to its cation radical, according to the literature.\(^5\)

2.3 Photoacoustic Spectroscopy. Two types of PA cells, a standard-type cell (inner volume, ca. 0.5 cm\(^3\)) and a gas-exchangeable cell (inner volume, ca. 1 cm\(^3\)) equipped with two valves for gas flow, were used. Each cell was composed of an aluminum body and a Pyrex glass window, being transparent over the range of measurements, 300–600 nm. These cells were suspended with rubber bands to minimize vibrational noise during the measurement. A powder sample was placed in the cell. The atmosphere was ambient air (amb-air) or controlled by a gas flow of argon (Ar), nitrogen (N\(_2\)), oxygen (O\(_2\)), and artificial air (art-air). The difference between amb-air and art-air is the content of water vapor; the former contains a large amount of water vapor, whereas the amount in the latter is negligible. The measurements were conducted in a closed system at room temperature. Monochromatic light (ca. 0.2 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) was extracted from the output of a 300 W Xe lamp (Eagle LX300) using a monochromator (Jasco CT-101T) and modulated by a light chopper at 80 Hz. The wavelength of monochromatic light was scanned from 600 to 300 nm at 5 nm steps. The PA signal acquired by a condenser microphone buried in the cell was amplified and monitored by a digital lock-in amplifier (NF LI5640). In addition to this ordinary single-beam (SB) measurement, measurements with simultaneous continuous photoirradiation, i.e., DB measurements, were also carried out. A more intense light beam from another Xe lamp passing through a UV-D335 optical filter (transmitting radiation of ca. 300–400 nm, Asahi Techno Glass) was used as a continuous UV-light source (8.2 mW cm\(^{-2}\)). The PA signal was normalized using carbon black powder (Nilaco) as a reference to compensate wavelength-dependent light intensity.

2.4. Time-Resolved Photoacoustic Analysis. Three types of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) emitting light at 455, 530, and 625 nm (Luxeon LXHL-NRR8, NM98, and ND98) were used as probe lights, and their output intensity was modulated by a digital function generator (NF DF1905) at 80 Hz. In addition to the modulated light, a UV-LED (Nichia NCCU033, emitting light at 365 nm) was also used as a simultaneous continuous irradiation (2.8 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) for excitation of TiO\(_2\). The atmosphere was controlled by a flow of Ar or O\(_2\) containing methanol vapor (Ar + CH\(_3\)OH, O\(_2\) + CH\(_3\)OH), and the measurements were conducted after shutting off the valves, i.e., in the closed system at room temperature.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. SB Measurements. Figure 1a shows SB-PA spectra of typical samples measured in amb-air. For most of the samples (type-I samples as described later) under these measurement conditions when the irradiation light intensity was low, repeated SB measurements did not cause any notable change in the spectra, even though the probe light was absorbed by TiO\(_2\) samples at less than ca. 400 nm. The detected PA signal corresponds to generation of heat as a result of relaxation of photoexcited states, e.g., recombination of electron–holes in
performed in the amb-air. (c) Relation between predominant crystal phase, anatase or rutile. Measurements were 

3.2. SB and DB Measurements. A series of sequential SB- and DB-PAS measurements was conducted for TiO₂ samples. Behavior of PA spectra modified during the series of measurements was categorized into two types, type 1 and type 2, depending on the nature of TiO₂ samples as listed in Table 1.

Figure 1 shows diffuse reflectance spectra of TiO₂ samples in the same wavelength region. Absorption (1 - \( r_{rel} \)) of the sample relative to that of barium sulfate (BaSO₄) standard was plotted in this figure. It is reasonable to find resemblance of these two sets of spectra since both PA and DR spectra correspond to wavelength dependence of photoabsorption of samples. Both spectra were saturated at a shorter wavelength, with the saturation wavelength being dependent on the sample, and the order of shift in the onset wavelength of each TiO₂ was the same. As a tentative measure of the shift in these spectra, \( L_{1/2} \) was calculated as the wavelength giving half intensity of saturation and is plotted in Figure 1c. An almost linear relation was observed, indicating that these two kinds of spectra are based on the same phenomenon, i.e., photoabsorption. The reason for the small deviation from a one-to-one straight line might be that PA spectra were affected by thermal properties as well as absorption properties.

In both figures, onset wavelengths shifted from ca. 420 to ca. 380 nm, reflecting their crystal structures: rutile, anatase, and amorphous with band gaps of 3.0 and 3.2 eV and larger, respectively. The spectrum of P25 (Figure 1d), consisting of anatase and rutile crystallites, showed an intermediate character between those of single-phase rutile and anatase samples. An appreciable spectral difference between JRC-TIO-6 and CR-EL was observed. Both of them are rutile (CR-EL contains a small percentage of anatase), but their primary particle sizes are very different, ca. 15 nm (JRC-TIO-6) and ca. 200 nm (CR-EL). Such a difference may change their light-scattering properties and thereby induce the shift of spectra. Another possible reason for the shift is amorphous phase probably included in JRC-TIO-6 of small crystallites. Samples of rutile and amorphous phase would show an intermediate character between these two phases, similar to that observed for P25. This interesting character of JRC-TIO-6 will be discussed later.

3.2.1. Type-I Samples. The first group (type 1) showed an upward shift of the PA spectrum at >380 nm under simultaneous continuous UV irradiation (DB measurements) and recovery to the original spectrum in the dark. Figure 2 shows SB- and DB-PA spectra of a representative type-1 sample, JRC-TIO-11. The type-1 samples showed no appreciable differences in the repetition of SB measurements and upward shift of spectra in the DB measurements. Irradiation at greater than ca. 450 nm instead of continuous UV irradiation induced no such upward shift in the DB measurements, suggesting that band gap excitation induces this upward shift. Purring of amb-air by N₂ increased the degree of upward shift and made the rate of recovery in the dark slow. These facts suggest that accumulation of photoexcited electrons, which are possibly consumed by ambient O₂ as an electron acceptor, accounts for the PA spectral shift in the visible region. Increase of the PA signal in repeated SB measurements which includes also UV irradiation in part was negligible because of low intensity of monochromatic illumination (ca. 0.2 mW cm⁻²) in contrast to the continuous UV irradiation (8.2 mW cm⁻²). A possible difference between amb-air and dry nitrogen is humidity as well as oxygen concentration. Therefore, we have also performed PA measurements under art-air, which contains less humidity. However, no appreciable differences in SB- and DB-PA spectra were observed. Thus, the effect of humidity in amb-air on PA spectra seemed less significant.

The above-mentioned increase in PA spectra of type-1 samples in DB measurement is attributable to the formation of Ti³⁺ species under UV irradiation as a counterpart of hole consumption, presumably by residual organic compounds. The presence of such impurities acting as electron donors in TiO₂ samples stored under ambient atmosphere has been proved. For example, photoirradiation of in situ platinized and bare TiO₂ suspended in pure water liberates hydrogen and carbon dioxide under deaerated and aerated conditions, respectively, suggesting the presence of electron-donating carbon-containing compounds. O₂ possibly interferes with this Ti³⁺ accumulation by both accepting photoexcited electrons and oxidizing once-produced Ti³⁺. This implies that the upward shift is enhanced under N₂ rather than air and that recovery to the original spectrum becomes slower in N₂ than that in air. A similar accumulation of Ti³⁺ has been reported for TiO₂ samples under UV irradiation\(^{26,28,30}\) or anodic polarization.\(^{31}\)

The upward shift was enhanced by the presence of hole scavengers because electron accumulation is promoted by effective hole consumption. Therefore, the steady-state intensity of the Ti³⁺ band depends on the continuous-light intensity and
Table 1: Physical and Chemical Properties of Samples

| name          | crystal structure | types of PA spectrum | density of Ti$^{3+}$ /µmol g$^{-1}$ | $S_{BET}$/m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ | PPS /nm$^3$ | SPS /µm$^3$
|---------------|-------------------|-----------------------|-------------------------------|------------------------|-------------|-------------
| JRC-TIO-1     | A/R               | 1                     | 109$^a$                       | 73$^a$                  | 21          | 5.6         
| JRC-TIO-2     | A/R               | 1                     | 28$^b$                        | 16$^b$                  | 400         | 0.51        
| JRC-TIO-3     | R                 | 1                     | 48$^b$                        | 40$^b$                  | 21          | 2.4         
| JRC-TIO-4     | A/R               | 1                     | 50$^b$                        | 50$^b$                  | 21          | 0.51        
| JRC-TIO-5     | R/A               | 1                     | 14$^b$                        | 3$^b$                   | 570         | 18          
| JRC-TIO-6     | R                 | 1                     | 242$^b$                       | 100$^b$                 | 15          | 2.5         
| JRC-TIO-7     | A                 | 2                     | 119$^a$                       | 270$^a$                 | 8           | 1.6         
| JRC-TIO-8     | A                 | 2                     | 118$^a$                       | 338$^a$                 | 6           | 0.24        
| JRC-TIO-9     | A                 | 2                     | 105$^a$                       | 300$^a$                 | 10          | 0.92        
| JRC-TIO-10    | A                 | 2                     | 106$^a$                       | 100$^a$                 | 15          | 1.4         
| JRC-TIO-11    | A/R               | 1                     | 156$^a$                       | 97$^a$                  | 15          | 0.29        
| JRC-TIO-12    | A                 | 2                     | 111$^a$                       | 290$^a$                 | 6           | 0.79        
| JRC-TIO-13    | A                 | 1                     | 72$^a$                        | 59$^a$                  | 30          | 1.0         
| ST-G1         | R/A               | 1                     | 43$^a$                        | 6$^a$                   | 250         | 0.70        
| ST-G2         | R/A               | 1                     | 47$^a$                        | 3$^a$                   | 500         | 0.86        
| ST-F1         | R/A               | 1                     | 84$^a$                        | 19$^a$                  | 90          | 0.41        
| ST-F2         | R/A               | 1                     | 112$^a$                       | 29$^a$                  | 80          | 0.30        
| ST-F3         | A/R               | 1                     | 108$^a$                       | 37$^a$                  | 50          | 0.34        
| ST-F5         | A/R               | 1                     | 186$^a$                       | 73$^a$                  | 20          | 0.39        
| ST-F10        | R/A               | 1                     | 71$^a$                        | 12$^a$                  | 150         | 0.90        
| Merck         | A                 | 1                     | 25$^a$                        | 13$^a$                  | 169         | 0.44        
| UV-100        | A                 | 2                     | 98$^b$                        | 250$^b$                 | 9           | 1.4         
| CR-EL         | R                 | 1                     | 21$^a$                        | 5$^a$                   | 200         | 15          

$^a$ A, R, A/R, and R/A in the column of crystal structure denote the predominant crystal phase, pure anatase, pure rutile, predominantly anatase, and predominantly rutile, respectively. $^b$ 1: showing an upward shift of the PA spectrum at >380 nm by UV irradiation, 2: showing a PA band at 380-500 nm by UV irradiation. $^c$ Measured by the photochemical method (see text). $^d$ Primary particle size. $^e$ Secondary particle size. $^f$ Reported in ref 5. $^g$ Reported in ref 27. $^h$ Reported in ref 45.
conditions. Thus, type-2 samples were shown to be sensitive to ambient O₂ rather than type-1 samples and to give a PA band at 380–500 nm.

Similar behavior was also detected for a Wako amorphous sample (Figure 5), exhibiting a 380–500 nm band mainly in subsequent DB measurements. Taking the larger band gap of amorphous TiO₂ into account, the observed slow rate of the 380–500 nm band appearance in repeated SB measurements is accounted for by a smaller number of photons absorbed during SB measurements.

3.2.2.2. Assignment of the PA Band at 380–500 nm. There are two possible assignments of the PA band at 380–500 nm. The first one is photoabsorption of trapped holes, which were produced by stabilization of positive holes in certain states after rapid electron transfer to an acceptor on the TiO₂ surface, such as O₂. The effect of O₂ and hole scavengers on the PA band opposite to that of Ti³⁺ species also supports the assignment of this band to trapped holes or their derivatives. A similar assignment of a transient absorption peak at ca. 430 nm has been reported on time-resolved spectroscopic studies on TiO₂ samples in the presence of electron scavengers. However, some studies reported different results, since these peaks and shapes of spectra are sensitive to surface conditions and kinds of scavengers. The lifetime of these species was much shorter than that of the present study presumably due to differences of experimental conditions. A possible structure of the trapped hole is surface-bound hydroxyl radicals, though we do not yet have evidence supporting this.

Another possible assignment of the 380–500 nm band is surface peroxy species, since it was reported that treatment of TiO₂ with aqueous H₂O₂ led to the appearance of absorption at 350–500 nm. As has been reported previously, type-1 samples (JRC-TIO-3 and JRC-TIO-5) also showed development of absorption at 380–500 nm by the H₂O₂ treatment, while these type-1 samples did not give such absorption in the DB-PAS measurements. This suggests that type-1 samples produce less amount of H₂O₂ under UV irradiation. Figure 6 shows the SB- and DB-PA spectra of JRC-TIO-12 after H₂O₂ treatment. In SB-PAS measurements a similar PA band was detected as observed by repetition of SB measurement for the untreated sample. H₂O₂ can be produced by reaction of photoexcited electrons with O₂ and proton on the TiO₂ surface, and ESR studies also have suggested the photoinduced liberation of peroxy species on TiO₂ in the presence of O₂, though we have no information on the origin from the present study. An alternative mechanism of H₂O₂ formation is coupling of hydroxyl radicals. However, judging from the fact that the PA increase was hardly observed by repetition of the SB measurements under N₂ (Figure 4d) where hydroxyl radical coupling reaction to H₂O₂ may proceed, generation of H₂O₂ through this mechanism can be ruled out. Though another mechanism of formation of titanium peroxy species through the mechanism not including H₂O₂ or hydroxyl radicals has been proposed by Nakamura et al., we have at present no information to distinguish this reaction path from the above-mentioned H₂O₂ mechanism since both give the same products, surface peroxy species. On the other hand, in the DB measurement the PA band at 380–500 nm decreased under intensive UV irradiation, and another PA band above 380 nm appeared as observed for the untreated one. These results suggest that excess accumulation of photogenerated electrons reduced surface peroxy species, and then they produced Ti³⁺ species.

As described in the initial part of this section, all of the type-2 samples consist of anatase crystallites of relatively large specific surface area (>250 m² g⁻¹), and thereby, they possess large amounts of surface hydroxyls as reported in studies on infrared spectroscopy, thermogravimetry, and H NMR, since the surface density of hydroxyls on TiO₂ has been reported to be almost constant regardless of their particle size. In these samples, photoinduced formation of two possible origins for the 380–500 nm band can be enhanced, i.e., a large amount of adsorbed O₂ accelerates accumulation of positive holes by reacting with photoexcited electrons and resulting superoxide anion (O₂⁻) or H₂O₂ produces surface peroxy species. A large amount of surface hydroxyls may also enhance the hole trapping as well as the reaction of H₂O₂. Under these conditions, contaminated surface organic compounds might be consumed off.

We recently reported the activity of electrons once accumulated in TiO₂ as a form of Ti³⁺ and suggested that electrons in type-2 samples have higher mobility than do those in type-1 samples. Considering physical properties of type-2 samples, the higher mobility is attributable to a large number of adsorption sites (large surface area) and short distance to the...
this platinized sample is larger than that for the bare one due to N₂ and (curve b) amb-air. Final-state SB spectrum under (curve c) N₂ with 0.01 wt % deposited Pt. Initial-state SB spectrum under (curve a) N₂ and (curve b) amb-air. Final-state SB spectrum under (curve c) N₂ and (curve d) amb-air. (Curve e) Initial- and (curve f) final-state SB spectrum under amb-air for JRC-TIO-11 without deposited Pt.

Figure 7 shows the SB- and DB-PA spectra of JRC-TIO-11 (representative type-1 sample) with 0.01 wt % of deposited Pt. In initial SB measurement the PA intensity at representative type-1 sample with 0.01 wt % of deposited Pt. Initial-state SB spectrum under amb-air for JRC-TIO-11 without deposited Pt. These results also support the above-mentioned behavior of type-2 samples.

Figure 8 shows PA spectra of JRC-TIO-12 with adsorbed Fe³⁺. Initial-state SB spectrum under (curve a) N₂ and (curve b) amb-air. Final-state SB spectrum under (curve c) N₂ and (curve d) amb-air. (Curve e) Initial- and (curve f) final-state SB spectrum under amb-air for JRC-TIO-12 without adsorbed Fe³⁺.

In order to identify the assignment of the PA band at 380–500 nm, behaviors of PA spectra for type-2 samples with adsorbed Fe³⁺ were studied. Since Fe³⁺ is expected to work as an electron acceptor, photoexcited-electron transfer to Fe³⁺ may produce trapped holes even in the absence of O₂. Thus, if the PA band at 380–500 nm is attributed to absorption of a trapped hole, it should appear under the deaerated condition by repetition of the SB measurement (under weaker photoexcitation). Figure 8 shows PA spectra of JRC-TIO-12 with adsorbed Fe³⁺. Only the final-state PA spectrum under amb-air showed the PA band at 380–500 nm in the presence of a strong electron acceptor, Fe³⁺. This indicates that O₂ is indispensable for generation of surface peroxy species but not trapped holes.

3.2.3. Type-2 Samples with Methanol. For type-2 samples, it is thought that a negligible amount of contaminated organic compounds, electron donors, remain on the surface during the PAS measurements. In the preceding paper, we reported that addition of methanol vapor to the atmosphere modified the PA spectra of type-2 samples, especially under DB conditions. For example, the DB-PA spectrum of a representative type-2 sample, JRC-TIO-12, became similar to that of type-1 samples; rather flat spectra were obtained in the presence of methanol vapor. A plausible mechanism is that methanol, a strong electron donor, captures as-formed or trapped positive holes to leave a large number of electrons, at least some of which are accumulated as a form of Ti³⁺ as observed for type-1 samples. Thus, we have shown that the present DB-PAS enables detection of the intermediate species in their steady state under continuous photoradiation. In the following section, changes in DB-PA spectra during photoradiation, i.e., results of time-resolved studies, will be reported.

3.3. Time-Resolved Measurements. 3.3.1. Time-Course Curve with UV Irradiation. 3.3.1.1. Time-Course Profile. Time-resolved measurements were conducted under an O₂ + CH₃OH or Ar + CH₃OH atmosphere. To exclude the influence of photoabsorption by trapped holes or peroxy species at 380–500 nm, the PA signal was recorded at a fixed wavelength of 530 nm, at which the signal is almost solely assignable to Ti³⁺.

Figure 9 shows time-course curves of the PA signal for representative type-1 and type-2 samples. Under simultaneous UV irradiation, the PA intensity increased owing to generation and accumulation of Ti³⁺ and approached saturation over a period of 1000 s, suggesting that the number of sites giving Ti³⁺ is limited to a given value depending on the kind of TiO₂ sample. Type-1 samples showed similar curves under both O₂ + CH₃OH and Ar + CH₃OH conditions, though their saturation limits were appreciably different. The lower intensity under the former condition, presumably due to retardation of Ti³⁺ accumulation by O₂, is consistent with the results shown in Figure 2, where the PA spectrum was upward shifted by purging of air by N₂. Such saturation is possibly interpreted by the balance of forward and backward reactions of Ti³⁺ production, i.e., capture of electrons by Ti⁴⁺ sites and reoxidation by O₂. On the other hand, type-2 samples showed slightly but appreciably different behavior of the time course of the PA signal; the rise was relatively slow, and a two-step increase was observed under Ar + CH₃OH conditions. In order to interpret this behavior, we assumed that an appreciable amount of surface-adsorbed O₂ remains even after purging of air by Ar and that the remaining O₂ retarded the Ti³⁺ production until this is consumed thoroughly.
3.3.1.2. Simulation of Time-Course Profile. For the simulation, we simplified the reaction kinetics of Ti$^{3+}$ accumulation by assuming the following two elementary steps.

$$\text{Ti}^{4+} + e^- \rightarrow \text{Ti}^{3+}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1) \hspace{1cm} \text{Ti}^{3+} + O_2 \rightarrow \text{Ti}^{4+} + O_2^{-} \bullet$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where Ti$^{4+}$ shows the site to be reduced to Ti$^{3+}$, and its density ([Ti$^{4+}$]) can be expressed using the initial density [Ti$^{4+}$]$_0$ as follows:

$$[\text{Ti}^{4+}] = [\text{Ti}^{4+}]_0 - [\text{Ti}^{3+}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Then, a steady-state concentration of electrons ([e$^-$]) is assumed since positive holes, liberated simultaneously with photoexcited electrons, are consumed rapidly by methanol and their recombination has been reported to be rather fast.\(^3\) On the basis of these simplified assumptions, the rates of Ti$^{3+}$ accumulation and O$_2$ consumption are given by

$$\frac{d[\text{Ti}^{4+}]}{dt} = k_r [\text{Ti}^{4+}] [e^-] - k_o [\text{Ti}^{3+}] [O_2]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

$$\frac{d[O_2]}{dt} = -k_o [\text{Ti}^{3+}] [O_2]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $k_r$ is a rate constant of reduction for Ti$^{4+}$ and $k_o$ is a rate constant of oxidation for Ti$^{3+}$.

Figure 10 shows results of numerical simulation of time-course curves for production of Ti$^{3+}$ and consumption of O$_2$ using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method based on eqs 3–5. These numerical calculation results reproduced time-course curves that are similar to the experimental results for both type-1 and type-2 samples (Figure 9), with only a small difference between experimental results and results of calculation due to simplification of the reaction process. An exception was the time course of type 2 under O$_2$, which could be reproduced if relatively large $k_r$[e$^-$] and $k_o$ of 2.5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ and 1 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$, respectively (5 times larger and smaller than those used for the curve with parameters of [O$_2$]$_0$ = 0.5), were used. The time-course curve simulated with parameters of $k_r$[e$^-$] $\ll$ $k_o$, and relatively large (1% to O$_2$ conditions) initial amount of a trace of O$_2$ showed a two-step increase, when we assumed the parameters in the narrow range of values. This two-step increase can be explained qualitatively as follows. In the first step increase (0–200 s), electron transferred to a trace of O$_2$ retarded electron accumulation on TiO$_2$ until O$_2$ was consumed completely. In the second step increase (>200 s), Ti$^{3+}$ species were rapidly produced by electron accumulation, followed by saturation due to limitation of the number of sites.

On the other hand, in the case of $k_r$[e$^-$] $\gg$ $k_o$ (Figure 10a), the one-step increase was reproduced, since a large part of O$_2$ was left unreacted when most of the Ti$^{4+}$ was reduced to Ti$^{3+}$. Thus, the similarity between simulation and experimental results suggests that Ti$^{3+}$ species for type-2 samples have larger reactivity toward O$_2$, or a large amount of O$_2$ is adsorbed on type-2 samples, compared to that of type-1 samples.

3.3.1.3. Estimation of Ti$^{3+}$ Density. In order to estimate the saturation limit ($I_{530}$), corresponding to the maximum yield of Ti$^{3+}$ in each sample, the time-course curve of PA intensity at 530 nm was fitted, for convenience, to a set of three exponential functions $I$ (eq 6) for one-step increase (type-1 sample) and $I$ (eq 7) for two-step increase (type-2 sample).

$$I(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} a_i [1 - \exp(-t/\tau_i)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

$$I(t) = a_1 [1 - \exp(-t/\tau_1)] + 2a_2 [1 + \exp(-(t - t_2)/\tau_2)] + a_3 [1 - \exp(-(t - T)/\tau_3)]\theta(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\theta(t)$ is a step function. $I_{530}$ was obtained from summation of their saturated values, $a_1$–$a_3$ (eq 8).

$$I_{530} = I(t = \infty) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} a_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Figure 11 shows the correlation of $I_{530}$ measured under (Figure 11a) Ar + CH$_3$OH and (Figure 11b) O$_2$ + CH$_3$OH conditions with the density of Ti$^{3+}$ measured photochemically.\(^{27}\) The $I_{530}$ values of both type-1 and type-2 samples were nearly proportional to the Ti$^{3+}$ density under Ar + CH$_3$OH conditions (Figure 11a), suggesting that assignment of the PA signal to Ti$^{3+}$ is reasonable. A similar linear relation was obtained in our previous study with irradiation of a light beam from a Xe lamp passing through a UV-D33S optical filter as a continuous UV-light source (300–400 nm, 8.2 mW cm$^{-2}$).

Thus, it is thought that UV-LED (365 nm, 2.8 mW cm$^{-2}$) can be an alternative continuous UV-light source, and it is preferable for miniaturization and easy operation of a PAS system. In comparison to the photochemical method, the present PAS technique has several advantages: (1) the time required for estimation is much shorter than that for estimation by the photochemical method, which needs more than 1 day, (2) no redox reagent, such as methylvioleog, is needed, (3) the samples can be kept dry and can be recovered, (4) the time course of Ti$^{3+}$ accumulation can be monitored, and (5) the difference in photoreactivity of TiO$_2$ samples can be detected, as type-1 and type-2 samples.

Similar time-course curves of Ti$^{3+}$ production and a linear relationship between saturated Ti$^{3+}$ amounts obtained by using the present DB-PA technique and the photochemical one were
Figure 11. Relation between the saturation limit of PA intensity (I₃₅₀) under (a) Ar + CH₃OH and (b) O₂ + CH₃OH and density of Ti³⁺. Predominantly anatase (O), predominantly rutile ( ), type-2 sample ( ), JRC-TIO-6 ( ). Numbers “1” and “2” in panel a show I₃₅₀ in repeated experiments which were operated to check the reproducibility.

also observed with modulated light of wavelength at 455 and 625 nm under Ar + CH₃OH. This suggests that assignment of the PA signal above 400 nm to Ti³⁺ is reasonable, and the trapped holes or surface peroxy species disappear under Ar + CH₃OH. Under O₂ + CH₃OH conditions, on the other hand, I₃₅₀ for type-2 samples was much smaller than that under Ar + CH₃OH, resulting in deviation of the plots from the linear master line (Figure 11b), and I₅₅₀ was larger than I₃₅₀ under O₂ + CH₃OH, the latter of which might correspond to the detection of trapped holes or surface peroxy species as shown in Figure 4. These results are attributable to the relatively high sensitivity of type-2 samples toward O₂ and low stability of photogenerated Ti³⁺ species on those samples in the presence of O₂. Therefore, estimation of the Ti³⁺ saturation limit by numerical calculation cannot be applied to data of type-2 samples in the presence of O₂.

The only exception from the linear relation in Figure 11 was JRC-TIO-6, which showed a different spectral response as described in the previous section. Considering that a different light source was used for electron accumulation on TiO₂ (a mercury lamp for the photochemical method and a Xe lamp or an LED for the present PA method), steady-state generation of electrons might not be sufficient for electron accumulation on JRC-TIO-6 due to a high recombination rate or a large amount of amorphous phase that has a larger band gap energy. Reproducibility of data was examined for some selected samples as shown in Figure 11a. Except of the sample JRC-TIO-6, the reproducibility seemed high enough to be used for quantitative analyses.

4. Conclusions

We have recently proposed that the PA technique is an alternative feasible method for estimation of Ti³⁺ density on TiO₂ powders. Several evaluation methods on Ti³⁺ species in TiO₂ powders, films, and crystal surfaces have been reported on ESR,⁶–¹² DRIFTS,¹³,¹⁴ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),³⁰,⁴⁶–⁴⁸ and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS).⁴⁷,⁴⁸ Although these measurements provide information on chemical structures or energy states, most of the experiments require pretreatment or special conditions. Ultrafast spectroscopy has been employed to survey the dynamics of Ti³⁺ species without special conditions, but it requires excitation with a high-power light pulse, which may induce unusual photocatalytic reactions. In the present study, we carried out PA spectroscopic analysis of the behavior of Ti³⁺ species under ordinary photocatalytic conditions by controlling the atmosphere, and we analyzed the kinetics of photoinduced Ti³⁺. Furthermore, DB-PA technique is possibly suitable for accurate estimation of detection of Ti³⁺ species in TiO₂ powders since PA detection is more sensitive and less influenced by light scattering. The results shown in this paper encourage the usage of DB-PAS as a powerful tool for analysis of photocatalyst characteristics, e.g., crystal defect measurement.
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